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Wise Words
"[A]ll breathing, existing, living
sentient creatures should not be slain,
nor treated with violence, nor abused,
nor tormented, nor driven away."

— Acharanga Sutra (Jain) at 4.1.1.

56 Billion Per Year

0 buffaloes
0 camels
7 cattle
1,185 chickens
63 ducks
9 goats
0 horses
32 pigs
13 sheep
15 turkeys

Number of animals killed in the
world by the meat, dairy and egg
industries, since you opened this
webpage. This does not include the
billions of fish and other aquatic
animals killed annually.

Based on 2007 statistics from the
Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations' Global
Livestock Production and Health
Atlas.
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Elephants: They May Weigh More Than Chickens
But Not as a Matter of Morality
Posted by Gary L. Francione in Blog

Hello there! If you are new here, you might want to
subscribe to the RSS feed for updates on this topic.

Dear Colleagues:

This site is hosted by Godaddy.com. Some animal advocates have written to me and
have urged me to stop using Godaddy.com because CEO Bob Parsons killed an
elephant in Africa.

Now I certainly do not approve of shooting elephants; what Parsons did was terrible.

And I am looking to switch our web hosting provider.

But, frankly, it really has nothing to do with the fact that Parsons shot an elephant.

I have not been happy with Godaddy.com as a provider. The site goes down periodically
and there’s often not any explanation and there are certain services that we just cannot
get through Godaddy.com. So we’re looking.

But I fail to understand why anyone thinks that Bob Parsons killing an elephant is itself a
reason to switch from Godaddy.com. I am quite sure that the CEOs of all or most of the
other web hosting services eat animal flesh and consume animal products. How is what
Parsons did any different from what these other people do when they go to the store and
buy meat or milk or whatever?

That’s a rhetorical question. There is no difference. It’s just that some of us think that
certain animals, such as elephants, or whales, or seal cubs, are ‘special’ and matter more
morally than others. I don’t agree. There is no morally relevant difference between an
elephant and a cow or a pig or a chicken or any other sentient nonhuman we exploit.

The reaction to Parsons is similar to the reaction to Michael Vick and it is similarly
nonsensical. Parsons and Vick exploited ‘special’ animals–animals that we fetishize. But
that’s about us; it has nothing to do with the moral value of the animals involved.

If anyone knows of a good vegan web hosting outfit out there, please do let us know.
Otherwise, don’t buy into the nonsense that some animals matter more than others.

An elephant may weigh more than a chicken but not as a matter of morality.

If you are not vegan, go vegan. It’s easy; it’s better for your health and for the planet. But,
most important, it’s the morally right thing to do.

The World is Vegan! If you want it.

Gary L. Francione
©2011 Gary L. Francione
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In my latest book, The Animal
Rights Debate: Abolition or
Regulation?, published by Columbia
University Press, I debate the
abolitionist approach to animal
rights with Professor Robert Garner,
a leading defender of animal welfare
reform. More »
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